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Section - A

nE
Note:

1 Answer the following questions:

(a) Define Dempster's rule of combination.
(b) Define Possibility distribution function.
(c) What do you understand by fuzzy implications?
(d) For the function (a) - log(1+a), d e [0,1], find the

(e) Write the fuzzy compliment.

Answer the following questions:

(a) Explain fuzzy Restriction.

2.

(b) What do you understand by fuzzy rule based system.

(c) Write difference between Export system are fuzzy
(d) Write multi person decision making.
(e) Explainfuzzy ranking method.

Section - B

Answer the following questions:

(a) Explain in Belief measure.

(b) Show that every measure 'POS' on a finite power set

determined by a possibility distribution function r =
OR

POS (A) - Tt|r(x) for each A € P(x). (a) Calculate
tn1 ,trt2, z for the focal elements C, RUD , &

DUC from the table given below. Also determine
elements:

(b) Prove that a belied measure 'bel' on a finite power set
measure if and only if the associated basic probability
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given by p(tx)) = bel (tx)) and P(A) = 0 for all
singleton.

(b) Prove that the system of fuzzy relation equation

of X that not

'r4n lrfq*dr(l)]-'

4

6.

5

by B = A;n,t(A)-
c@);R-L,has a solution or R if and only if R = 6
is the greatest solution. 

OR
(a) Explain multi conditional approximate reasoning.
(b) Let f be a function defined by (a) : cu for all a€ [0,1 find the fuzzy

intersection fuzzy implication and fuzzy compliment
(a) Let f (p) = 0.8, f (q) = 0.65, then determineT(P'), nq)andp + e,
(b) Find B' and conclude o'V ts 8", when

A='u +1+9
X1 X2 X3

,B= *,.;andA' -f+|+
OR

by f.

markers has total
y,zj as follows

L
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Explain in fuzzy Propositions.
Discuss various defuzzification method used in fuzzy

OR

Explain fuzzy logic control of air Conditioner controller.
Let us assume that each individual of a group of eight
preference ordering Pt (, € N) on a set alterative X = {w,

PL- {w,x,!,2}
Pz = P3 = {2,!,x,w}
P3 = Pr = {x,w,!,2}
P4=PB={w,z,x,!}
P6 = {z,w,x,!}

Using the membership function S(xi,xi) =ry,
perforrnance, find the fuzzy perfonnance relation. Also
relations and group level of agreement concerning
ordering (w,x,!,2). 

OR

Solve the following LPP,
maxz = 0.5x1 + 0.2x2

for the fuzzy group

d, - cuts of this fuzzy
social choice by total

wher eBt,,)= {eL= 
t'ff

And B,(x)={T
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